Release Notes for 12/17/2015 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release (WISEid Core Apps
Sprint 99)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Update the Upload Validation to detect
Multiple Identical Person Records entry

Created validation first level error
when person is duplicate first, middle,
last, suffix, birthdate in file. If you really
have new two people with all these
fields the same you will have to enter
them through the UI as 99.9% of the
time it is really an incorrect duplicate.

WISEid: Reload Student Data into WISEid with most
recent demographic info Part 1

Update WSLS people with changes
since the last WSLS upload of student
data.

WISEid: Download Transaction History and Results
Download - Parent/Guardian data

Added the Parent/Guardian and Local
Person ID Key Type to the Download
Transaction History CSV download.
Parent/Guardian is listed only when it
was in an upload and only for the row
that contains the upload person record.
Because a WISEid person can have
unlimited number of Parent/Guardians
we can contain in this download
additions by UI. Also, added these
fields for the Results page Download
button download csv link.

Staff: Add missing assignment and contract fields to
snapshot

Snapshots were missing Assignment
fields: 
Local Use, and Local Assignment Title.
This has been corrected to include this data for
future snapshots.

WISEid: Create 'Undo Merge' status

Sometimes DPI Customer Support
reps makes WISEid person merge
mistakes and there is no way to undo
the merge. They now have this ability
and should be able to fix past merge
mistakes.

Staff: Message Contract Race, Ethnicity, Gender and
DOB mismatch in Validate Staff

Messages about Contract Race,
Ethnicity Gender and birthdates

mismatches were generated at time of
upload, but may not be true as of
current time. We moved these
messages out of the Validate Staff
Data message to the Results
Download file for Contracts into the
MessageText column.

STAFF: Validate Staff Data West Allis -West Milwaukee
District - conflicting messages

Due to system still running validation
user would conflicting messages about
if there validations were resolved. We
revised the Validate Staff Data so the
status, counts and button are all next to
each other at top of the grid. We also
removed the second Refresh
Validation button. When Validation is
still running from a previous attempt
button will show it is still running and
prevent clicking multiple times when
validation for that agency is still
running.

STAFF: Hotfix Validate Staff Data errors appearing and
disappearing

Due to system still running validation
user would conflicting messages about
if there validations were resolved. We
revised the Validate Staff Data so the
status, counts and button are all next to
each other at top of the grid. We also
removed the second Refresh
Validation button. When Validation is
still running from a previous attempt
button will show it is still running and
prevent clicking multiple times when
validation for that agency is still
running.

STAFF: Edit Assignment Ui Clear non-required grades

Implemented clearing of nonrequired
grade levels for district or school if the
user is on a single Assignment record
in the Assignment UI when they click
save button. This is because some
users edit and correct one assignment
at a time and there is no way to

deselect grades that were uploaded,
but not valid. They do get removed in
the Clear NonRequired Data button
function for the Validate Staff Data
screen agency wide, but there was no
way to remove them on a single record
until this fix.

WISEstaff: Change Validation rule to Allow Contract
Days Greater than zero (0) and less than or equal to
365

Found users were able to upload
negative numbers and it was not
caught in first level Contract upload
error validation. Now user can only
upload numbers null or 0 to 365,
otherwise they get an upload error for
that row which they must correct and
reupload.

WISEstaff: Update the UI to stay on Assignment Page
when secondary validation errors occur

When an Assignment is modified in the
Assignment UI and an validation error
results from changes by the user it will
display them at time of Save button
push. User can push Cancel button to
ignore and leave them there or they
can fix them and Save to save correct
error free Assignment record.

WISEstaff: Staff Download by Local Person IDGenerate Empty File with header and error message
When No Staff Exist

When the Staff Download by Local
Person ID contain no rows of data the
file will no longer be empty. File will
have column headers and a message
in the first row that says “No staff
records currently exist for this
school/district.” Eventually we will do
similar for other download files to solve
frequent question of why do I get a
blank file with no data when I download
a file.

STAFF : Hotfix 5830 should be a warning that needs
ack. not a hard error.

Validation message 5830 “ Elementary
530050 assignment exceeds the limit
of 4 grade levels” was converted from
an Error to a Warning that can be
acknowledged. We found there are

cases where some staff are able to
teach over 4 grade level with an
assignment of 530050.

Staff: Hotfix Assignments Upload Faults

Some districts had Assignment Upload
faults after the last fixes. We found a
new source of faults and fixed as a
hotfix.

STAFF: Bug hotfix FTE validation missing

Error 5700 stopped working after a fix
last deployment. We had to do a hotfix
to restore it.

STAFF: Hotfix Bug Contract Data Deletion when
assignment type 1

Fixed a number of issues. ISSUE # 1:
When a user was editing Assignments
in the UI the Clear NonRequired
function was running on Save button
click. We removed this it was deleting
Contract data before user could finish
their assignments for a person which
may require a Contract. ISSUE #2
Person with Assignment 90000 (type 1) And
989077 (type 2) get all info message contract
not need messages (4220, 4440, 4350, 4107,
4101, 6325) when they shouldn't. The type 1
should prevent these messages from being
displayed and clearing out data during the Clear
NonRequired Data function. ISSUE #3
Assignment 090000 did not have the
subcontracted question as it should in UI.

STAFF: Hotfix Bug Contract Final Salary Code logic
looking across hiring agencies assignments

Logic for message 4103 Missing required data:
Final Salary Code is supposed to be triggered
when person has assignment of type 0 or 1 and
Subcontracted N or Null only in the currently
selected hiring agency. Problem was if a staff
person had multiple hiring agency assignments
the logic mistakenly include all assignments in
all agency in logic to notify if the Contract Final
Salary should be triggered. This was fixed.

